BESPOKE LIFESTYLE PRODUCTS
Designed to enable you to get the maximum enjoyment from your home and garden

CELEBRATING OVER 30 YEARS AS THE NATION’S NO.1 HOME IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
visit our website at www.nationwideltd.co.uk or call 01929 554901

GLASS VERANDAS • SUN & RAIN AWNINGS • SUN SCREENS • SECURITY BLINDS • EXTERIOR ROOF BLINDS • AUTOMATIC GARAGE DOORS
Welcome to Nationwide

All Nationwide products are bespoke and no two installations are the same... every aspect is taken into consideration including colours, technical requirements and location before any manufacturing takes place.

We believe our customers requirements come first and that is why every one of our installations over the past 30 years has been purpose built to suit our clients location and their lifestyle.

With our Nationwide installation teams we are never far away from you. Installation of most of our products can be completed in one day making sure that you have the minimum disruption and disturbance to your daily life.

Our installation teams are trained and skilled in ensuring your installation runs smoothly and on schedule... with Nationwide the whole project is a real team effort from the initial survey to the manufacture and final installation, thus making sure that any special customer requirements are catered for along the way.

There is a manager for every customer installation at Head Office who is always available to discuss any detailed points which you might have about your particular job.

Over 50,000 satisfied customers across the UK
Ever growing in popularity are these beautiful custom made Traditional Style Verandas from Nationwide.

All Nationwide Verandas are manufactured from the highest quality materials giving a lifetime of hassle-free pleasure.

- Made from high quality aluminium, providing strength and durability
- 6.8mm glass roof
- Hundreds of frame colours to choose from
- Various different styles and designs available
- Hip and Apex roof designs available

Call today for a free no obligation consultation 01929 554901
Verandas

The Classic Style Verandas are the perfect stylish investment for your home allowing you to enjoy the weather all year round. Nationwide Verandas allow you the benefit of dining alfresco or just enjoying the fresh air protected from the weather.

• Classic style aluminium structure
• Polycarbonate or glass roof
• Lamppost style posts with optional arches
• Hundreds of colours to choose from
• Integral guttering as standard
• Optional lighting in glazing bars

Our new veranda is fantastic. Thank you for a job well done.

Mr J Cooke, Lincs

Before

Stunning detailing on the Traditional & Classic arches

Classic Veranda

call 01929 554901 for a free veranda design quotation

www.nationwideverandas.co.uk

Traditional Classic Style Verandas
Contemporary Style Glass Verandas

For those people who are looking for a more modern Veranda for their home, Nationwide has the ideal solution with their new range of contemporary Glass Verandas. These Verandas are designed specifically to add style and practicality to your home.

The benefits of owning a Veranda from Nationwide are obvious. With our inconsistent weather here in the United Kingdom, it can make outdoor living difficult even at the height of summer. With a Veranda in place you can enjoy outdoor living whatever the weather.

• Various contemporary modern designs
• Aluminium structure with stainless steel fixings
• Polycarbonate or glass roof
• Integral guttering as standard
• Option to add lighting, heaters, glass walls, sun screens and roof blinds

The benefits of owning a Veranda from Nationwide are obvious. With our inconsistent weather here in the United Kingdom, it can make outdoor living difficult even at the height of summer. With a Veranda in place you can enjoy outdoor living whatever the weather.

The Vetro Sliding Glass Roof Veranda

The Glass Veranda with a difference. The Vetro is a stylish addition to our range of Glass Verandas. The roof utilises a sliding glass system allowing you to slide one half of the roof towards or away from the wall. Perfect to allow airflow on a hot summer’s day, or allowing easy access for maintaining guttering or cleaning windows.

• Sliding glass roof
• Modern contemporary design
• Control airflow easily
• Silver or Anthracite frame
• Simple access to maintain windows and guttering above the roof
• 10.8 Laminated safety glass

visit nationwideltd.co.uk or call 01929 554901

visit our website at www.nationwideltd.co.uk or call 01929 554901
Veranda Blinds

Veranda Blinds perfectly complement our range of Contemporary Verandas. Installed to the inside of the roof they provide shade, UV protection and heat reduction on the hottest of days.

Utilising our range of Sun Screens, enclosing the side is as simple as pressing a button which creates a room that protects against the wind as well as offers excellent shade and heat protection. On top of this you are protected from unwanted insects who might like to join you on a summer’s evening!

Lighting can be added within the glazing bars of the Veranda or as a separate light bar. Using lighting along with our superb range of outdoor heating, you really can use this room comfortably all year round, whatever the weather!

Veranda Blinds

Arreo Veranda Blind

- Operated by electric remote control
- Hundreds of fabric colours to choose from
- Optional LED lighting in the front beam
- Optional Sun & Wind sensor to automate operation

Tallinn Veranda Blind

- Fabric drape blind
- Manually operated
- Various fabric colours to choose from
- Perfect shade for those hotter days

Oslo Veranda Blind

- Sun Protection for Verandas or Conservatory Roofs
- Operated by remote control
- Option to upgrade to automatic operation with a Sun & Wind Sensor
- Various colours and fabric designs available

Lighting in a Classic Veranda

Lighting can be added within the glazing bars of the Veranda or as a separate light bar. Using lighting along with our superb range of outdoor heating, you really can use this room comfortably all year round, whatever the weather!

Light in a Classic Veranda

Light in a Classic Veranda

Left: Super efficient heaters use special technology which does not heat the air; this means you stay warm even after a gust of wind.

Call 01929 554901 for further information

Visit our website at www.nationwideltd.co.uk or call 01929 554901
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New Optional Sliding Glass Walls

For those who are looking to take outdoor living one step further, we are now pleased to provide a Sliding Glass Door System to enclose part or all of your Veranda or Terrace Roof. For the panels we use an 8mm toughened glass with polished edges and the tracks are manufactured from aluminium.

Combined with our heating and lighting solutions, it is possible to create a comfortable outdoor environment to use all year round.

The Glass Wall System is fully compatible with all our range of Contemporary Style Verandas and Terrace Roofs, they can also be used in conjunction with our range of Sun Screens.

"Adding sliding glass walls to our veranda really has given us a new living space we can enjoy all year round."

Mr D Eccles, Somerset

visit nationwideltd.co.uk to book a no obligation design consultation
Sliding Glass Walls

- Lockable and non lockable systems available
- Panels slide on tracks
- A unique rail system means that more than one glass door can be on each rail
- Bronze tint or obscure milky glass available as an option
- 8mm or 10mm toughened glass, depending on size

Create the perfect outdoor room which can cope with all the peculiarities of our unique British weather

Fixed Glass Walls

- Contemporary style solid fixed glass wall
- Glass walls can be added to all verandas and Terrace Roofs, except for the Victorian, Classic and Vetro verandas
- 8mm toughened glass with between 2 - 4 panels depending on width
- Can be used in conjunction with sliding glass walls and other products such as sun screens

The Solano Glass Doors

- Solid frame glass door system
- Locking doors with keys included as standard
- 1 or 2 sliding doors depending on size

NEW call 01929 554901 for a free design quotation visit our website at www.nationwideltd.co.uk or call 01929 554901
The Rapallo is a slatted roof that can be fully opened or closed at the press of a button. When closed they provide protection from the rain allowing you to enjoy outdoor living no matter what the weather is doing. This structure can be completely free-standing or mounted to an existing wall. Combined with optional integral LED lighting, outdoor heaters and our range of Sun Screens or Glass Wall systems this really can be an outdoor room to enjoy in all seasons.

- Retractable slatted roof
- Optional Glass Walls and Sun Screens
- Any RAL colour available
- Operated using a simple remote control
- Re-covers area 25% smaller via the Tilt and projection up to 40%
- Compatible with our range of Sun Screens and Glass Wall systems
- Integral drainage
- Free-standing or wall mounted

At the press of a button you can rotate the slats to create the right amount of shade

Visit nationwideltd.co.uk to request a no obligation Terrace Roof design consultation.
Sun Screens fit easily and unobtrusively onto any window or door or even to the front and sides of our Contemporary Style Verandas or a Terrace Roof.

The Sun Screens utilise specialist fabric that offers excellent heat protection as well as reducing glare. As the fabric glides down the supporting guides a zipping device seals the fabric to the guide channels. This keeps the fabric taught as well as offering superb wind resistance.

The screens can either be operated via a remote control or you can fully automate their operation with the use of a sun sensor that will bring the screens down whenever the sun gets too intense – even if you are not at home, keeping your room cool and protecting your curtains, carpets and furniture from the damaging sun’s rays.

There is a vast collection of colours to choose from, ensuring that whatever Sun Screen you purchase, it blends in beautifully with your surroundings.

Every Sun Screen is individually made and fitted by our own skilled installers, thus ensuring that care and consideration is taken from ordering to completion.

Resist the effects of heat and sunlight

Perfect addition to a Contemporary Veranda or Terrace Roof

The ultimate in protection for your home interior

- High quality aluminium frame
- Discreet casing, powder coated to suit
- When down, the screens are fully sealed
- Excellent wind resistance
- Protects carpets and furniture
- Keeps out heat

Nationwide’s Sun Screens glide up and down easily, protecting your room from the sun’s heat.
Create the perfect atmosphere

Whether you have a large wide span conservatory or Veranda, Nationwide’s Exterior Roof Blinds make using your conservatory or Veranda possible even on the hottest of summer days. This remarkable new blind fits snugly onto your roof held firmly between guide rails at either end and can be operated easily at the flick of a switch.

The revolutionary fabric allows light through but reflects heat back, making your roof usable all year round.

The reduction in temperature is remarkable and many customers have told us what a joy it is to be able to use their conservatory again.

The blinds come with the option of an automatic sun sensor.

A revolutionary fabric that creates a thermal barrier

The revolutionary fabric in Nationwide’s Exterior Blinds creates a thermal barrier stopping the sun’s rays before they penetrate the glass, creating a cooler temperature inside your conservatory and cutting down on glare.

It is easy to see why so many people are now getting these blinds fitted.

The maintenance free aluminium frame, powder coated in any RAL colour, is fitted onto the roof of the conservatory. The unique open weave glass-fibre thread ensures a comfortable environment inside your conservatory.

call 01929 554901 for a free roof blind design quotation
The casing and fabric can be manufactured to match your conservatory

Advanced technology makes Nationwide Exterior Roof Blinds the product of choice.

With many configurations available, the Exterior Roof Blind guide rails can be manufactured to match your conservatory or Veranda, ensuring that when the blind is not extended, the guide rails are as unobtrusive as possible. In fact, it is designed to integrate itself into your conservatory or Veranda and only be seen when it is extended.

People throughout the UK and Europe have been amazed by the efficiency of these blinds in controlling the temperature inside their conservatories and Verandas, because the fabric is weatherproof, they can be above outdoor pergolas or eating areas, giving them a wide range of commercial or domestic uses.

No job is too large or too small for these very versatile heat-controlling blinds.

“Our exterior conservatory blind looks great and has really made a difference in controlling the temperature.”

Mr B Hyde, Warwickshire

visit nationwidelttd.co.uk to request a free design consultation
An Awning designed especially for the British weather

Our British weather is notoriously unpredictable at the best of times. One moment it can be scorching sunshine, the next it can start raining and this is where a Sun & Rain Awning can really help.

The Sun & Rain Awnings provide the same high level of sun protection that our standard range of Sun Awnings offer, however, unlike the standard Sun Awnings, the Rain Awnings can be used in heavier rainfall.

Thanks to the slimline framework, the Rain Awning can cover massive areas – a single unit can be made up to 5m wide with a 6m projection. Two units can be coupled providing up to a 60 square metre area of shelter!

Once you have finished using your Awning for rain or shine, at the press of a button it will retract back into a neat enclosure, keeping the fabric clean and protected ready for the next use.

Nationwide Sun & Rain Awnings can be manufactured using a variety of different frame colours to effortlessly blend with your property. We offer a substantial range of fabrics with colours and designs to suit everyone.

As well as protecting you from the rain, our fabrics offer the maximum UV protection and also utilise the latest in self-cleaning technology.

---

Lugano

The Retractable All-Weather Roof

Create a weather proof outdoor room at the press of a button. The Lugano Terrace Roof combines the sun protection and convenience of a Retractable Awning, as well as providing the same weather protection as a fixed roof, such as a Glass Veranda. Large areas can be covered with widths and projections up to 7m.

• Retractable weatherproof roof system
• Remote control operation
• Large sizes with widths and projections up to 7m
• A range of waterproof fabric choices
• Standard and non-standard frame colours available
• Optional Glass Walls and Sun Screens
As the summer days get longer and the sun seems even hotter, creating the right environment on your patio area is very important. On the continent they have been using Sun Awnings for years and enjoying the benefits of a perfect environment all the time, they would now find it hard to imagine life without them.

- Pull and semi cassette Awnings available
- Remote control operation
- Standard and non standard frame colours available
- Hundreds of fabric colours and designs to choose from
- Optional straight or scalloped valance
- Sun and heat protection
- Strong and high quality materials
- Wind sensor supplied as standard
- Remote controlled and manual Variable Valances available

Mr C Smith, Somerset

It looks great and operates perfectly. Also, a big thank you to the two fitters who were most efficient and courteous.

call 01929 554901 for a free Sun Awnings design consultation
The Santos Awning with integral LED lighting

- Shade from the sun during the day and illumination at night all in the same product
- Perfect for entertaining later into the evening
- LED lighting incorporated into the arms providing light directly underneath the awning at the flick of a switch
- Full cassette awning with durable steel chain linked arms
- Available in any RAL colour
- Easily operated by remote control
- Control lights and awning independently
- Hundreds of fabric colours and patterns to choose from
- Low maintenance

“I would just like to say that the installation of my awning was carried out expertly and quietly and the installers were polite and helpful. The awning is working well and doing its job.”

Mrs Pace, Berkshire
“Twinns”, the versatile shading that can be positioned anywhere

Whether you are a school, restaurant or just a regular home owner looking for the ultimate in summer luxury shade protection, then the “Twinns” Awning is for you. This remarkable freestanding Awning can cover over 100 square metres (13m x 8m) giving you maximum cover and a large area to sit under on the hottest of summer days... a real must for garden dinner parties or barbecues.

These beautiful Awnings come in a range of colours to match your surroundings, and of course they can be positioned anywhere, either in your garden or over your patio area.

The blinds retract neatly into the centre fitting when not in use and can be operated either manually or electrically.
Simple and Practical

Nationwide offer a range of options which make using your Awning so simple and practical. Available is a Sun and Wind Device that controls your Awning automatically, providing shading when needed and retracting the Awning when strong winds are threatening. Even while you are out, the exterior sensor is constantly monitoring the weather and communicating directly with the motor inside your Awning.

A simple connection to the mains is all that the motor and sensor require with no complex cabling or control boxes disturbing the interior decor or external appearance of your home.

The switch incorporates new RTS radio technology which eliminates the need for wiring between the control switch and your motorised Awning. You are free to fix the control point anywhere you want within 20 metres with no disturbance to the interior decor.

The switch can be programmed for one or several motorised products.

Revolutionary features by Nationwide

Self-cleaning fabrics

With the help of nanotechnology, engineers have been able to recreate and modify the self-cleaning principle and apply it to the Awning fabrics. The new surface finish ensures that the material is permanently dirt and water resistant and can protect you from up to 99% of the sun’s harmful UV rays.

The fabric was already exceptionally resistant to staining but the results of the slightly coarse finish will be almost impossible to beat. It provides protection against aggressive environment influences whilst being UV stable and impervious to temperature effects.

The new era of technologically advanced fabrics

• Up to 99% Protection from harmful UV rays
• Tear-resistant polyester fabric
• Made of silky high tech fibres
• Maximum UV, weather and light fastness
• Extremely dirt, grease, oil and water repellent
• High durability through cover surface

Just a small selection of the hundreds of fabrics we offer

visit our website at www.nationwideltd.co.uk or call 01929 554901 to arrange a free consultation and review our full fabric range
Enjoy your awning for longer

Using a Nationwide Outdoor Heater with any of our Sun Awnings will allow you to enjoy your Awning even in the cool evenings. These super efficient heaters heat an area of 12 square metres and, unlike conventional gas heaters, they use special technology which does not heat the air. This means you stay warm even after a gust of wind.

You may think that electric heating outdoors would be a particularly expensive way of heating but this is not the case. On average these heaters cost well under 20p per hour to run!

As with all products from Nationwide, our emphasis is on quality and that is why we look to sourcing only the highest quality products. On average you can expect the lamp in the heater to last 7000 burning hours which is the equivalent of 8 years of use in a domestic situation.

Choose from our standard heater or our heater with integrated swivel lights. Both have options of remote control operation.

It's more than just an awning... it's a new way of life

Every Awning is tailor-made to suit your particular requirements. Once you have chosen the colour, the fabric and the style, your Awning is hand-made by a team of skilful craftsmen.

When complete it is installed by our own specialist installation teams, easily and simply, leaving nothing to chance.

All Sun Awnings come complete with an easy to use manual, remote control or fully automatic operation.

All of our Sun Awnings have the option to include heating and lighting allowing you to make the most of those long summer nights to sit outdoors, enjoying a drink, late into the evening.

Side Screens

Functional, practical and durable

Nationwide Side Screens are designed to provide additional shade and privacy. They are a perfect addition to any Sun Awning or Veranda. A fabric screen is contained with a cassette and is extended manually whenever the need arises.

- Designed to provide shade and privacy
- Manual operation
- Angled or straight edge fabric
- Various fabric colours and designs available

Variable Valance

Our Variable Valance allows us to offer you something extra when it comes to achieving the perfect sun protection. An additional roller tube is fitted within the front profile of your Sun Awning from which an additional fabric can be lowered.

Electric and manually operated Variable Valances available. They can be lowered to a drop of 1.7 metres and anywhere inbetween to block the sun throughout the day as well as offering additional privacy.

The Variable Valance can be manufactured using the same fabric as your Sun Awning or you can choose from our range of sun Screen fabrics.

Awning Extras

Traditional Glass Verandas

Our Variable Valance allows us to offer you something extra when it comes to achieving the perfect sun protection. An additional roller tube is fitted within the front profile of your Sun Awning from which an additional fabric can be lowered.

As with all products from Nationwide, our emphasis is on quality and that is why we look to sourcing only the highest quality products. On average you can expect the lamp in the heater to last 7000 burning hours which is the equivalent of 8 years of use in a domestic situation.

Choose from our standard heater or our heater with integrated swivel lights. Both have options of remote control operation.

Electric and manually operated Variable Valances available. They can be lowered to a drop of 1.7 metres and anywhere inbetween to block the sun throughout the day as well as offering additional privacy.

The Variable Valance can be manufactured using the same fabric as your Sun Awning or you can choose from our range of sun Screen fabrics.

Variable Valance

Functional, practical and durable

Nationwide Side Screens are designed to provide additional shade and privacy. They are a perfect addition to any Sun Awning or Veranda. A fabric screen is contained with a cassette and is extended manually whenever the need arises.

- Designed to provide shade and privacy
- Manual operation
- Angled or straight edge fabric
- Various fabric colours and designs available

Side Screens

Functional, practical and durable

Nationwide Side Screens are designed to provide additional shade and privacy. They are a perfect addition to any Sun Awning or Veranda. A fabric screen is contained within a cassette and is extended manually whenever the need arises.

- Designed to provide shade and privacy
- Adjustable operation
- Angled or straight edge fabric
- Various fabric colours and designs available

Variable Valance

Our Variable Valance allows us to offer you something extra when it comes to achieving the perfect sun protection. An additional roller tube is fitted within the front profile of your Sun Awning from which an additional fabric can be lowered.

Electric and manually operated Variable Valances available. They can be lowered to a drop of 1.7 metres and anywhere inbetween to block the sun throughout the day as well as offering additional privacy.

The Variable Valance can be manufactured using the same fabric as your Sun Awning or you can choose from our range of Sun Screen fabrics.
How many times have you had to pull the curtains to stop the sun streaming into the room, fading and damaging fabrics and furnishings... well now you don’t have to. Nationwide Window Canopies are the sure way to protect your belongings from the harmful rays of the sun. They fit neatly above your windows and easily adjust to an angle and depth to keep your room nicely shaded. They can be mechanically or electrically operated and come in a range of fabrics and colours.

As every installation is manufactured to order, window size and shape is not a problem. A simple survey and careful calculation of the direction of the sun, relative to your home, will allow us to provide you with the ultimate in protection for any or all of your rooms. These beautiful Canopies come in a range of colours and fabrics. The working parts are made from long-lasting extruded aluminium ensuring the minimum of maintenance. In fact, once installed, they will give you years of trouble free service.

- Manual or automatic operation
- Sizes to fit any window
- Maximum UV shade protection
- Highest quality materials
- Maintenance free
- Extensive range of self cleaning fabrics
- Fitted by our own installation teams

visit our website at www.nationwidelt.co.uk or call 01929 554901

Sun Canopies
These strong lightweight aluminium slats are machined to a minimum tolerance ensuring a long life and easy operation and are offered in a wide selection of colours.

Thousands of people throughout the UK use Nationwide’s Automatic Garage Doors because of their superb quality, technical design features and reliability. With Nationwide Garage Doors there are no dangerous wires or pulleys, no unstable tracks or finger trapping cross sections. They operate easily and smoothly, held rigidly in place by a deep channel section, and when closed lock into position.

There are no gaps or weak access points to allow intruders an opportunity to break in. Whether you have a single garage, a large double garage or even more, Nationwide Garage Doors are tailor-made to fit your property so whatever the size there will always be a door for you.

A special feature of the Nationwide Automatic Garage Door is the alarm system which is activated if anyone, other than the authorised user, should try to open or tamper with the door. The alarm system is based on a vibration sensor which automatically arms each time the door is closed. Garages can be a vulnerable area to burglary so the Nationwide alarm system protects you even further.

Extra peace of mind with the integrated Garage Door Alarm

Low level manual override for easy access during power failure

All the components including the electric motor and gear rail go through the same rigorous testing, ensuring that no matter how much you use your Garage Door it will give you years of reliable service.

visit our website at www.nationwideltd.co.uk to arrange a free garage door design quotation
Reasons to buy a Nationwide Automatic Garage Door

Security and peace of mind... coming home late at night or when the weather is bad, what a joy to drive straight into the garage without getting out of your car.

With a Nationwide Automatic Garage Door, you benefit from the vertical motion which results in a much more convenient use of space in front of your garage. Many alternative Garage Doors open outward, limiting the amount of space in front of your garage.

Operate from the comfort of your car and avoid the bad weather.

• Systems completely made of aluminium
• High protection against break-in
• Sixed exactly to the millimetre
• CE marked means you are purchasing a product that is fully compliant with European directives
• Solution for any installation situation
• Doors do not swing out

Our standard Garage Door comes with a pressure sensitive edge. This guarantees that as the door comes down, it will stop if an object is in the way.

Smaller than a matchbox, the pocket size remote control which operates up to 40 metres

The heart of the Automatic Garage Door system is the computer controlled electronic box together with your own personal remote radio control unit with a DTI approved wavelength ensuring that your signal is unique to your installation and avoiding any interference from spurious radio signals.

This small rolling code handset means that as you turn into your drive just by pushing a button from the safety of your own car, you can drive straight into your garage... no problems... no fuss, it couldn't be simpler.

Nationwide have an ongoing programme of development and research, ensuring the technology it utilizes is both safe and reliable, guaranteeing peace of mind for you.

Nationwide place the emphasis on safety and security

• Pressure sensitive edge
• Automatic lighting for those dark winter nights
• Audible alarm in case of forced entry
• Remote control, operate from the comfort of your car
• Vast selection of designs and colours

Our standard Garage Door comes with a courtesy light facility for those winter evenings or late nights. The light is activated by the operation of the door, making sure that you can see as you drive safely into your garage.

Nationwide have an ongoing programme of development and research, ensuring the technology it utilizes is both safe and reliable, guaranteeing peace of mind for you.
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Security Shutters

In today’s modern world it is a sad fact that when 95% of burglars set out for work they have no specific target in mind; they will take advantage of any opportunity which the household unerringly provides. With over one and a half million burglaries every year it is not surprising that more and more people are fitting Security Shutters to both their domestic residencies and business premises.

Their discreet and stylish appearance makes them a valuable addition to any home whether bungalow, semi-detached or detached house and ensures that when you go out no burglar from the street will be able to tell you are away.

In addition to providing security, they have many other advantages:

- They can be fitted to any space and, whether you have a bar, a box under the eaves or set into the top of the window lintel, the shutters will look very much at home.
- They can be fully closed when fully down.
- They can be opened in any position allowing maximum flexibility.
- They can be fitted to any situation without detracting from property values.
- They will add to the security of your property.
- They can be fitted to any window or door.
- They can be fitted to any shape or size of window or door.
- They can be fitted to any style of window or door.
- They can be fitted to any location.
- They can be fitted to any property.
- They can be fitted to any space.
- They can be fitted to any building.
- They can be fitted to any situation.
- They can be fitted to any property.
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Why choose Nationwide

From manufacture to installation, Nationwide quality leads the field

Whoever Nationwide product you are interested in you will be pleased with the attention to detail... right through from the manufacture, customer service and final installation. We take pride in making sure you are completely satisfied with the product you have chosen.

Nationwide have been manufacturing a range of quality home improvement products for over 30 years, and have a reputation for quality and practicality. All products are bespoke and no two installations are the same... every aspect is taken into consideration including colour, technical requirements and location before any manufacturing takes place.

Nothing is left to chance. Working from the detailed survey report produced by our experienced surveyors, your product is manufactured to the highest standard. We believe our customers' requirements come first and that is why every installation is purpose made.

An installation team that takes pride in its work

With our Nationwide installation teams we are never far away from you. Installation of most of our products can be completed in one day making sure that you have the minimum disruption and disturbance to your daily life.

Installation teams are trained and skilled in ensuring your installation runs smoothly and on schedule. With Nationwide the whole project is a real team effort from the initial survey to the manufacture and final installation, thus making sure that any special customer requirements are catered for along the way. There is a manager for every customer installation at Head Office who is always available to discuss any detailed points which you might have about your particular job installation.

Specialist Installations

- At Nationwide we pride ourselves on our innovative approach. In many cases our products can be mounted on framework to allow an installation that would otherwise be impossible
- Our Sun Awnings, Verandas and Terrace Roof systems can be mounted on posts or brackets without the need for fixing to a wall. This means our range of products can be installed where others can’t
- Our brackets, posts and cross bars are superior as we use a special coating to prevent corrosion. Before being painted to match the product the framework is treated by galvanising or being zinc coated
- Every bracket, post and cross bar is custom made to millimetre precision
- The special coating protects every part of the framework, even recesses, corners and inaccessible areas
- No coating applied to a structure or fabrication can provide the same level of protection

FOR A NO OBLIGATION SURVEY FOR ANY OF OUR PRODUCTS RING US ON...

01929 554901 OR VISIT nationwideltd.co.uk

Recife Awnings on Posts

It is Nationwide’s policy to supply only the finest quality materials, ensuring that your installation will give years of reliable service to you and your family. Customer support is essential in any modern manufacturing company and once your survey has been completed, we will keep you informed of delivery and installation dates.

OR VISIT nationwideltd.co.uk
Payment Options

Nationwide Home Innovations Ltd are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). The FCA makes sure banks and loan companies operate within the rules and customers money is safe.

To be able to offer finance to customers Nationwide has been deemed by the FCA to be a reliable company that treats customers fairly and business practices are considered ethical and good practice.

Cash Purchase / Self Funded
- Product is self financed
- Outstanding balance due at time of installation/completion
- Minimum 50% deposit

Monthly Repayments
- Minimum £10 deposit
- 9.9% APR Representative
- No fees or charges
- Interest is calculated daily and added monthly at a rate of 0.79%
- You can make additional repayments and therefore control the term of the loan and reduce the amount of interest you would pay
- Option to pay off the loan early
- Example: cash price £3,000, deposit £99, total amount of credit £2,901 followed by 60 monthly payments of £60.90. Annual rate of interest 5.2% p.a. 9.9% APR Representative. Total amount repayable is £3,546

Interest Free Credit
- Minimum 50% deposit
- 0.0% fixed APR Representative
- 12 monthly repayments on remaining balance
- No interest, fees or charges
- Example: cash price £3,000, deposit £1,500, total amount of credit £1,500 followed by 12 monthly payments of £125.00. Annual rate of interest 0% p.a. 0% APR Representative. Total amount repayable is £1,500

Buy Now Pay Later
- Minimum 20% deposit
- 0.0% variable APR Representative
- Deferred period of 12 months
- If settled within the deferred period (12 months) then no interest will be incurred
- Exit fee of £29 applies if paid within the deferred period (standard admin fee charged by Hitachi)
- If not settled within the deferred period then interest will have accrued from the start of the contract and will continue to be charged at a rate of 19.9% APR Representative
- 120 monthly repayments if not paid within the 12 month deferred period
- Example: cash price £3,000, deposit £600, total amount of credit £2,400. Payment due within 12 months to qualify for 0% interest. After 12 months, 120 monthly payments of £35.24. Annual rate of interest 14.4%, 19.9% APR Representative. Total amount repayable is £2,960.16 if not settled in deferred period

Monthly Repayments
- Minimum £99 deposit
- 9.9% APR Representative
- No fees or charges
- Interest is calculated daily and added monthly at a rate of 0.79%
- You can make additional repayments and therefore control the term of the loan and reduce the amount of interest you would pay
- Option to pay off the loan early
- Example: cash price £3,000, deposit £99, total amount of credit £2,901 followed by 60 monthly payments of £60.90. Annual rate of interest 5.2% p.a. 9.9% APR Representative. Total amount repayable is £3,546

Finance options correct at time of printing and are subject to change. Contact us for the latest up to date information.

To be able to offer finance to customers Nationwide has been deemed by the FCA to be a reliable company that treats customers fairly and business practices are considered ethical and good practice.

Call 01929 554901 to discuss payment options in more detail and to book a free no obligation consultation.
Finance options available – most major credit cards accepted